
Not to be Believed



...East Angus on which the village of Aberelloch (now Arberlot)  
stood.
It should be noted Aberelloch is meant to mean on the edge of a lake, 
were  Arberlot means arberetum.

The only serious contention remaing, which is favoured by some  
modern historians, ascribes the surname to the fairly common old  
Northumbrian christian name of Elwold or Elwald. While  
convenient in its simplicity, evidence of the Clan's connection is  
lacking, with only tow references to Elwald as a surname prior to  
1400-in 1230 and 1357 (in Northumberland)- we have no way of  
testing the validity of this theory.

In The Elliots; The Story of a Border Clan, by Arthur Eliott the 
above information is supplied.

The writing takes the history of the Elliot Clan, in the United 
Kingdom, the line which I am researching is consider a splitter 
group of this group in some respect of Redheugh but previous to 
Stobbs. So the group which I am researching does not come in 
conflict with information given in the book. The author Arthur Eliott 
is felt not to supply the map in the book, which does not have 
Braidley located near Gorenberry in which both are just east of the 
Hermitage. 

Arthur Eliott presents a good time line of history in this book. It is 
felt he did an excellent job in presenting a time line which deals with 
the Elliot Clan.









Elwoulde, Elwold, Elwould, names in the region of Ellwood.

Note the location of the Ellwood name seems to match what is 
suggested.



In above Arthur Eliott;
The introduciton of the “I” into the Scottish “Ellot” in the middle of  
the seventeenth century*.  ...belonging to the English  
Norman.....whose stem “Aylot”, was quite different from our own.



It should be noted the Border (Scottish Northumbria) that Ellot 
became Elliot, but since Ellot is not utilized these days, Elliot will be 
used, and there a more than six times the Elliot in the Border than 
Elliott, and more than six times the Elliott in the United Kingdom 
than Elliot.

It should be noted that those names from Elwald which did not 
gravitate to Elliott on the border, the ones that went to Ellwood, were 
on the English side of the border, and the ones that went to Ellot then 
Elliot were on the Scottish side of the border.

It should be noted that lot (Scottish), wood (English), wald (German-
Nordic) for grove so Ellot is Scottish, Ellwood is English, and 
Elwald is (German-Nordic) Anglo.



Shows distribution of R1b1a2a1a1a







-wald (wood) wood is woods



In northern Northumbria names Elwaldside, Elwaldsyde (wooded 
side), and Elwaldlaw (wooded indention or mound), was used.



Had a number of Y-DNA matches at the twelve level, of 
Grisham/Gresham, Cave, and Scarborough, with Cave the most at 
the geographic center. Felt to be PSE (pre surname emergence) 
where the first twelve markers over time of a thousand years are the 
most stable.



Cottingham, East Rider Yorkshire

Elwald was not a border name in 1613, but is felt to be retained in 
East Riding because it was a saintly name an The Church of England 
retained Saints and this was a region of The Church of England. The 
Church of England was strong among the Cave family.

The above shows William Elwald  alias Elwood in Yorkshire 1564.



William Elwald of East Riding supported forces against parliament 

an Cromwell, and lived near the community of Cave.

Though it is felt that the name Elwald was changed at the time of the 
Reformation being related to and Anglo Saint, but in the East Riding 



Yorkshire region the name was retained, because the region was of 
The Church of England, which retained the use of Saintly names.

Arthur Eliott, Elliots A Border Clan; 1986
The only serious contention reamaining, which is favored by some  
modern historians, ascribes the surname to a the fairly common old  
Northumbrian christian name of Elwold or Elwald. While  
convenient in its simplicity, evidence of the Clan's connection is  
lacking and, with only two references to Elwald as a surname prior  
to 1400- in 1230 and 1357 (in Northumberland) - we have no way of  
testing the validity of this theory.

The statement proposed by Arthur Eliott in 1986 may have now been 
answered.



Note; St Elwold on map above.















Traitors of Leven Armstrong, Ellot, Douglas of Cavers and Scott.



Kirkandrews on Esk with Graham Tower in background. On the 
Saxton map of 1576 a tower is on the map which is felt to be this 
one because they were built by then, but no church is map, by the 
name it indicates a Kirkandrews (The church of St Andrews) had 
been there.  

In the speed 1612 map there is a church (kirk) would not be the 
church in the photo because it was built around 1776.



Not to be believed;
1. Elwald as a surname which eventually in some cases became Ellot then 

Elliot, unlike Alyot which previous to Elwald became Elliot, of which 
Ellot became.

2. Elwald emerged as a surname felt to be in the thirteenth century, in 
numbers near the East Riding, Yorkshire, in Northumbria. Other 
surnames such as Cave for de Cave (of Cave), Scarborough for de 
Scarborough, and Gresham for de Gresham,  developed out of this 
same group near this region. Douglas name in many cases came from 
de Douglas, of the Douglas Castle region east of Kirkandrews an 
Leven.

3. Elwald migrated towards the west coast of Northumbria, with Robert 
Elwald in 1305, son of Alan (Scottish spelling of the English Allen).

4. About 1320 (Robert de Bruce) the border changes its location near what 
it is today, and a Richard Elwold of Nichol Forest on the Engish side 
of the border is located. It should be noted it is felt that surnames where 
developed earlier in Northumbria then in then elsewhere. Better records 
where kept in England then in Scotland. Those who did not have 
surnames fighting for respective English surnames such as Graham, 
Crosar, Scott or Elwald would have a tendency to acquire the 
surname. 

5. This region North and South of the border, is the Leven Flu, where the 
traitors/thieves of Leven are said to originated. Called traitors because 
they were Englishmen which fought for Scotland. The group called 
Traitors of Leven, were Elwald, Armstrong, Scott, and Douglas of 
Cavers, and Liddesdale region of the Liddesdale and land north of 
Liddesdale region.  

6. Leven region inclusive of Kirkandrews on the Esk and Eden is after 
migration north for the surname Graham became the home of the 
Graham family, which besides the Scott, Kerr, Forest, Crosar, is a 
family involved at the time Robert Elwald obtain lands of the 
Redheugh region, in the later part of the fifteenth century.

7. It is felt that the drawing of the border in ca 1320 which the Armstrong 
clan may have been considered English in Northern Northumbrian 
made a lot of the clan Scottish. The Graham, Scott, Crosar, and 



Elwald clan are of England originally. Because over the years these 
clans, feeling they were Scottish, and marring amongst the Scottish, and 
not leaving a Y-DNA male line, inclusive of the Elwald these lines 
became Scottish in nature. 

8. That wald (German-Nordic/Anglo), wood (English), and lot, are forms 
of the word grove. Therefore the name Elwald is Anglo, the name 
Ellwood is English, and the name Ellot is Scottish.

9. The Scottish name Ellot, when placed in an English Plantation 
environment; It should be noted in the early part of the Ulster Plantion 
it is felt the English may have dominated so the name was became 
Elliot, but after the migration for Scotland to Ulster the name reverted 
back to the Scottish Ellot as seen in the 1630 muster rolls. Because 
Ellot being Scottish was pronounced and spelled as Ellot, and the 
English lexicon did not have a spelling for Ellot, in an English Puritan 
Plantation such as America it became Ellet then defaulted to Elliot, 
with insertion of the “i”. In the Border County of the United Kingdom, 
Elliot from it's origins by more than six to one is preferred as compared 
to the rest of the United Kingdom where Elliott by more than six to one 
is the preferred.

10. The name Elwald was once derived from the name St Ælfwald 
(Elwald), King of Northumbria of the eighth century, with bones buried 
in an abbey at Hexam. There was also a church of St Elwold in Hatton. 
Though Ælfwald may at one time meant elf ruler the wald/wold part 
of the name came to mean grove.

11. The name Elwald because of it's Medieval pre Reformation 
saintly connotations was dropped at the time after the Reformation for 
name such as Elwould (became in some cases Ellwood) on the English 
side of the border, and Ellot (became in some cases Elliot) on the 
Scottish side of the border. Though the name Elwald/Elwold was 
retained by individuals of The Church of England in the East Riding 
Yorkshire region, because that church retained the use of saints. 

Why the above should not be believed.
1. Daniel Elliot (Ellot) of Tullykelter, took a position with the estate of 



John Somerville, in the early part of the Ulster Plantation, ca 1615, 
refused to take the oath for is but, was anyway given the position titled 
Tullycaulter, where caulter is a from of cater which basically means 
accountant for the estate. For the writer at one time had affirmed a 
loyalty oath which for a state in the US, which the state needed the 
position filled because the analytical thinking skills of the writer; 
metaphorical, not analytically applied reasoning should be used. 

2. Daniel Elliot of Salem, utilizes references outside himself to indicate 
that Elizabeth Proctor of Arthur Miller's play The Crucible is not a 
which. Daniel Elliot is not of the high level education as the Harvard 
graduate judges are. The writer refers to other references in a parallel 
fashion as his Y-DNA grandfather does and the writer is not a Harvard 
graduate. Daniel of Salem, built later on mills in Oxford, and had 
analytical skills, of Daniel of Tullykelter, and the writer's father a 
retired engineer, for thirty years.

3. The writer is utilizing a measuring technique to see if Harvard can 
come today to a level of truthfulness or stay at the level of truthfulness 
of the day of Daniel Elliot of Salem. This is by measuring how long it 
will take for Harvard to come out with the concept, that Rev Thomas 
Allen, who went back to England ca 1650, went back to England on his 
brother's Capt John Allen, ship. Do not expect Harvard since Harvard 
did not come up with the concept to pose it in the near future, showing 
today Harvard has the same level of truthfulness to me today as it had 
in the past. Harvard still has at its Puritanical roots the concept that 
knowledge stems from them, though they may become in an 
international world an ivory tower island onto itself.

4. For the United Kingdom, another thing not to be believed; though the 
Elwald fought with the Scott, Armstrong, and Douglas, (Traitor of 
Leven) the land base was achieved by the Scott family, the Gilbert of 
Stobs, (not the Gawaine of Baillille line of first Ellot of Stobs) married 
into the Scott family obtained land, and through great sufferings was 
able as Eliott regain Redheugh for the Clan. The Armstrongs were 
cleared from Scotland. Because Scott family being known as the largest 
estate family in Scotland, it is best that one does not believe the writer.

5. One can not recognized the characteristics of ones forefather's as being 
similar to the characteristics of oneself. The above can not be true 



because characteristics are only skin deed.

Given how well at times my Salem witch related, traitors, and thieves, and 
not of Harvard relatives were believed it is not expected that the writer not 
having a large estate, or of Harvard to be believed today. Since doing the 
research for my own personal information, and trying to come closer in my 
own accord to an understanding of my father's father, since I do share some 
of the Y-DNA with them this helps to explain the characteristic that the writer 
as an individual upon himself may have today, and helps gives this writer 
concepts how society works, which is a knowledge which will help in 
analytical border reiving, and the sharing of information.

Sincerely,

Mark S. Elliott    melliott.nm@gmail.com     11/12/2012

Above it should be noted; Nichol-Forest, is part of Kirkandrews-upon-esk.
Liddel which the name Liddell is derived from is from the region also.

mailto:melliott.nm@gmail.com


Tweed tributaries, which derives the name Tweedie.

Y-DNA Fingerprint
Another concept which one should not believe though the writer who thinks analytically 
accepts.





In the top map above one can notice the Grahams of Leven/Kirkandrews. 
One can see the Elliots of Stobs are sandwiched between the Scotts and 
Kerrs (Carrs) and Taits. It is said that Daniel Elliot of Tullykelter is of the 
Stobs family.

The above is referred to as a NPE (non parental event) figure print. 
DNA by haplogroup. The writer's Y-DNA is SEYDN, just below is a Tait then  two 
Elliot then a Kerr, Armstrong to Taits, a Scott then a Tait

The Y-DNA fingerprint speaks border Ellot all the way.
It should be noted; The above is border reiver Y-DNA go to;
http://freepages.genealogy.rootsweb.ancestry.com/~gallgaedhil/dna_by_haplogroup_2.htm
Then determine at any other cut would come up with the combination of names associated to Elliott, 
which would give the Redheugh/Stobs Border region as well as above.

http://freepages.genealogy.rootsweb.ancestry.com/~gallgaedhil/dna_by_haplogroup_2.htm




The Ellot shifted from the border region to Ulster Plantaion of northern Ireland in 
the first half of the seventeenth century, to what is called border cleansing of the 
Union of the Crowns. It should be noted that German, locations give strong 
indication the the Y-DNA could have German origins.


